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Message from
CHAIRPERSON

MANAGING DIRECTOR

I take this opportunity to congratulate
and extend hearty welcome to all the SLC
graduates aspiring Science and
Management at SHSS, which has grown
to its fullest maturity through the proven
records of academic and co-curricular
excellence. Our incessant quest for
quality education and the well wishes of
the concerned is the mystery behind our
thrive for academic journey. We have
always opted for the academics of the
international standards in our hometown
and we have left no stone unturned for
the assurance of the quality education for
the future of the individuals and the
nation.

The total truth is- one needs quality
education to be knowledgeable, skillful
and participating citizen of his/her own
nation physically, socially and
psychologically thereby of the world.
Since learning is a never ending process
and for this truth, SHSS appears into view
as the desired target for career mindful
secondary graduates. I am pleased to
inform you all graduates, guardians and
well wishers that since its establishment,
SHSS has already been well-known as a
centre for quality education in the School
level and in the +2 level of Science and
Management Streams. I congratulate all
the successful students and wish a better
future ahead.

Join our vibrant learning community to
learn the learning beyond the horizons.
Thank you
Dambar Bahadur K. C.

Parashu Ram Baral

Message from
PRINCIPAL

Srijana Higher Secondary School has
successfully completed its educational
journey of twenty one years. SHSS has
proved its necessity and quality in the
society obtaining its excellent
achievements in the field of education
and extra curricular activities. We have got
encouragement by our achievement in
the past and continious supportive hands
from disciplined students, parents,
dedicated teachers and well wishers to
venture into the +2 Science and
Management Streams.
We are imparting quality education to our
students in a conducive learning
atmosphere. We believe in works rather
than in words which has been reflected in
our students' success. Well experienced
and fully dedicated team of faculty
members, student-centered teaching
methodologies, prosperous
infrastructures and the peaceful location
at the heart of Pokhara valley provide a
healthy educational environment at SHSS.
I would like to invite you to join us in our
endeavor to have full advantage of the
resources and opportunities to lead a
prosperous future.
Dol Raj Pandey

DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR

Welcome to all the students, possessing
the eternal storehouse of fresh opinions
and exploring possibilities in the
changing and challenging world today.
Truth-we can't disregard is the time has
always been accelerated beyond our
thoughts, traditional norms and ways in
teaching learning are crumbling down.
Thus, we strongly believe that the
education today must invigorate the
potentialities of the young minds to
make them confident, competent and
independent. The learning shrine SHSS
stands by you to bring your dreams into
reality.
SHSS is a ground breaking and
innovative educational institution in the
region and a grown up centre of
academic excellence imparting the
education of the time with its brilliant
and qualified faculty members,
resourceful library, well equipped
laboratories and so on.
Come and be a part of our mission, feel
proud and notice the difference.
Jeevan Regmi

INTRODUCTION
Srijana Higher Secondary
School (SHSS) was
established in the year 2050
BS with the maxim
“Integration through
Education”. Our pre-primary
section is fully Montessori
based. It has a tradition of
excellence at all levels-from
pre-primary to higher
secondary-level. A 100%
Result in its consecutive
13th batches of SLC
students with excellent
performance is itself a
reflection of its dedication
towards quality education.
It was affiliated to HSEB in
the year 2062 BS as part of
our promise to fill up the
vacuum felt in Pokhara in
the field of higher education
so as to render quality
education to the students
equipping them with the
practical knowledge for a
well-placed role in the
society.

It has been getting excellent
result in the +2 level as well.
All this is because of our
reaching on the needs of
the students.
SHSS promoted by a team
of dedicated and well
experienced academicians
and professionals, has
always been committed to
providing quality education.
This institution was
established with the aim of
shaping the students into
competent and efficient
citizens for a better
professional career and at
the same time to prepare
them for higher level
studies.
SHSS has its own building
that boasts of spacious, airy
rooms with student-friendly
sitting arrangements. We
are centrally located, at the
same time insulated from
noise and rush of the city.

VISION
SHSS has the vision of
becoming a centre of
excellence for learning. The
college envisions to be one
of the best institutions
imparting quality education
through modern approaches
to teaching. It also endeavors
to impart the students with
moral potion to help them
socialize in the community
they live in.

MISSION
SHSS aims at having young
minds equipped with a
global outlook in the light of
challenges of tomorrow and
at the same time, ensures
that they are guided by a set
of values and beliefs that
reflect the Nepalese culture
and tradition.

LEARNING/TEACHING
METHODOLOGY
SHSS offers modern teaching
and learning methodology with
the use of state-of-art
equipment, qualified and well
experienced faculty members.
Students of different levels are
focused accordingly and
priority is given on
student-centered methods. The
achievements are therefore
reflected not only in the course
of assessments and
examinations, but also in their

performance in future career.
Lecture method, laboratory
sessions, participatory
approaches like work shops,
case studies, field trip,
appreciative inquiry approach
are few mention-worthy
approaches we follow. And we
use modern equipment to
make the teaching-learning
ease with positive
psychological behaviors.

CAREER GUIDANCE
AND COUNSELING

Your choice of right college
in pursuing your further
career decides if it is
realized. I chose SHSS and
you ?
Kriti Raj Bhandari
XI–Management

We run a number of
support-resources for the
students seeking advice and
guidance in various fields that
may add up to their smooth
learning. This college offers a
professional counseling service
to the students as per their
needs. Frequent counseling

programs are conducted by
visiting eminent scholars and
professionals from within and
outside the country to deliver
guest lectures to the students
to help them go for the better
career in the future and choose
the right path in life.

EVALUATION:
A CONSTANT APPROACH
Evaluating the students’
acquired knowledge repertoire
is as central as imparting
knowledge. For this, we have
worked out a continuous and
formative test schedules in our
calendar. The school conducts
tests on a regular basis and
when required. Evaluation

process provides them
feedback and reinforces in
learning. We conduct Mid-term
tests, terminal tests and
Sent-up-tests. All students are
required to appear in all tests to
be eligible to appear in final
examination.

CODE OF CONDUCT
Discipline is the prime concern
of SHSS. All the students must
maintain a high degree of
discipline throughout in their
classes and on the school
premises, with special thrust on:
– All the students must enter
the school in proper school
uniform.
– At least 90% attendance is
compulsory to appear for
the internal and board
examinations.
– Students are not allowed to
visit public places in school
uniform, until instructed so.
– It is strictly prohibited to get
involved in unethical
activities.
– Students are not permitted
to keep long, colored
hair/nails, wear
bangles/rings or jewelry.
– Punctuality in all the school

–

–

–

–

activities is highly
emphasized upon.
Bringing prohibited gadgets
and other things like mobile
phones CDs etc. puts the
students into likely penalties
and punishments including
expulsion.
Clustering and other group
formation by the students
which run contrary to the
smooth and peaceful
educational activities will be
strictly taken care of.
Misconduct and malpractice
during class and exams will
lead to expulsion form the
school.
Students have to pay for any
damage caused to school
and school properties and it
may lead to their expulsion.

Dear SLC graduate friends,
congrats ! I have come
from Myagdi, Beni to see
my academic thirst met. I
am at SHSS and hope you
will be as well.
Bishan Bhandari
XI -Science

OTHER ESSENTIALS

SCIENCE
LABORATORY

Friends, joining a colleg
ewith reputation is very
difficult among many
claiming so. I have gone for
SHSS and I am justified
Bikal Bastakoti
XI- science

SHSS has modern laboratories
for Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. The laboratories
provide sufficient equipments
and materials for the students
to conduct any required
scientific experiment with
individual supervision by the
concerned teachers.

CAFETERIA
SHSS cafeteria provides
hygienic food in a homely
environment to the students.
We make available the foods of
their choice since they choose
their menu for a week. We
ensure that they have their
snacks in an unrushed way. We
have worked out separate
breaks for separate streams and
levels.

LIBRARY
SHSS has an up-to-date, well
equipped library which is not
only a collection of books, but a
resource center, designed to
provide a high level support to
the teaching and learning
programs of the college. It
consists plenty of text books,
reference books, encyclopedias,
newspapers and magazines,
journals, periodicals etc. It has
spacious airy and tranquil room
to read at.

COMPUTER LAB
SHSS supports students with
modern computer facilities,
which can be used as
stand-alone or on network
modes. Lab has the unlimited
access of internet as well as with
an interrupted generator
back-up power supply. Students
from class 4 to 12 can use it for
their progressive supports.

HOSTEL
The hostels offer full board and
accommodation with an
atmosphere conducive to
studying with close supervision
in a homely environment.
Separate boys and girls hostel is
run under the strict surveillance
of responsible hostel
wardens/matrons. Special care is
given to the weak and needy
students.

TRANSPORT
Transport facilities are made
available as per requirement of
student.

SPORTS & EXTRA
CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
Co-curricular activities are
essential part for the
development of a person.
Students are encouraged to take
part in different extra curricular
activities like quiz contest, talent
show, extempore speech,
debate, elocution etc. SHSS
equally encourages students to
take part in sports providing
them with the basic sports
facilities like cricket, volley ball,
football, basket ball, table tennis,
badminton and many other
indoor games. We arrange
annual sports meet to raise in
them the importance of
sportsmanship and friendly
competition.
Our girls cricket team is
representing a Regional Team for
National U-19 girls cricket.

Dear friends,
Are you confused in
selecting a college? I had
already faced this problem.
But fortunate I was to
select this college for I've
found warm and friendly
environment in my college.
I am really impressed with
education system and the
teachers. I assure you all
won't regret joining SHSS.
Shekhar K Shrestha
XI- Science

+2 PROGRAMS

10+2 Programs of SHSS are affiliated to Higher Secondary Education
Board (HSEB) of Nepal. The subjects offered under each stream are
as follows :-

UNIFORM
As for uniform, we
consider it a part of our
identity and discipline.
Students are expected to
come to school in the
uniform as prescribed
below:
Shirt
- White & Blue Strip
Pants/Skirt - Ash Blue
Shoes
- Black
Socks
- Dark Blue
Coat
- Blue

SCHOOL
UNIFORM

Shirt
- White
Pants/Skirt - Light Brown
Shoes
- Black
Socks
- White

SCIENCE
Grade XI
English
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Mathematics

Grade XII
English
Nepali
Physics
Chemistry
Biology/ Mathematics

MANAGEMENT
Grade XI
English
Nepali
Accountancy
Economics
Computer/
Business studies

Grade XII
English
Accountancy
Economics
Business Maths
Computer/
Business studies

SHIFT AND
TIMING
The school runs 6 days a
week from Sunday to Friday
and every day classes run
from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm.
+2 runs in morning shift.
Classes start from 6:00 am
to 11:45 am for the science
stream and 6:00 am to
10:20 am for the
management stream.

ADMISSION
To get admitted at SHSS, the
students have to go through
entrance tests: Maths, Science,
English for science stream and
English and Maths for
management stream followed
by an interview. However, as a
prerequisite, Prospective
students should have a
minimum of 60% for science
and 55% for management in
aggregate in SLC or equivalent.
At the time of the admission
documents stating above
requirements should be
submitted at the office.
If a student chooses to leave the
school after s/he has been
admitted, admission and annual
fees deposited shall not be
refunded.

I feel proud on choosing Srijana
HSS for my +2 studies. I am
greatly influenced by the friendly
environment as well as effective
learning and teaching system of
the school. The college has well
experienced and qualified
teachers. As I am from government school, I felt hesitated on
my initial classes but very soon I
geared up by the help of friendly
teachers and effective teaching
system.Now I can proudly say
that my decision was right.
Ajaya Subedi
XI Science

"... I found the teachers'
friendly behaviour who
treated students like their
own children. Different
co-curricular activities
conducted at regular
intervals helped the
students to enhance
their talency..."
Sheetal Giri
XII- Science

SCHOLARSHIPS/ AWARDS

We think securing scholarship should not be taken for granted but
that also doesn't mean that deserving students should feel
discouraged. We always encourage them to sustain the scholarship
through maintaining excellent academic results and fine discipline
in our endeavor to meet the goals set. Scholarships are subject to
condition of SHSS. Preference will be given on the first come first
basis to the limited candidates.

I feel honored to be the part
of Srijana family. Friendly
environment, facilities
provided and well trained
teachers are the ornaments
to lead your life towards the
path of success. so don't
regret to be the part of this
grand family. Be a part of
Srijana and make your
dream come true.
Tek Raj Ghimire
XI Science

SLC Board Topper
SLC District Topper
Students above 85%
Students above 80%
Srijana Entrance Topper
Grade XI Topper in Board Exam
Poor and intelligent scholarship

Full Scholarship
Full Scholarship
100% tuition fee (3 seats)
50% tuition fee (5 seats)
100% tuition fee
100% tuition fee
Need Based

The above scholarships schedule will apply to both the streams.
However, students securing 75% in the SLC joining management
stream shall be granted 25% fee waiving for the maximum of 5
seats.
The scholarships provided in grade XI will continue into XII only
upon the successful and good performance by the scholarship
receiving students. Not to forget is that breaching the school rules
and regulations sees the scholarships cancelled.

ADVISORY BOARD
Prof. Khagendra Prasad Bhattarai
Vice-Chancellor, (PU)

Mr. Major Man Bajracharya
Campus Chief, Kanya Campus (TU)

Prof. Dr. Bharat Pahari
Dean Institute of Engg, (TU)

Dr. Prem Bahadur Thapa
Senior Physician

Prof. Dr. Birendra Singh Gurung
Ex. Campus Chief, PN Campus (TU)

TEACHING FACULTIES
Science

Management

Physics
Jeevan Regmi
Beni Madhav Dhungana
Ravi Karki

Economics
Ramesh Khadka
Puspa Nidhi Amgain

Business Maths
Khagendra Raj Baral
Kamalesh Kumar Jha

Botany
Baburam K.C.

Accountancy
Hari Bhandari
Surya Giri

Computer
Prakash Kshettri

Zoology
Jeevnath Pandey
Binod K Thapa
Nepali
Dr. Yamnath Timilsina
Yadav Raj Upadhyaya
Chemistry
Lekhnath Khanal
Sailendra Kumar Mallik
Durga Prasad Adhikari
English
Binod Bhandari
Kiran Sapkota
Chet Bhakta Subedi
Maths
Khagendra Raj Baral
Ishwor Mani Adhikari
Pravash Paudel

"... Quality education,
well experienced faculty
members and friendly
environment have been the
most wonderful features
which helped me really to
prove my strength... hope
to continue
same trend forever."

I feel lucky to choose
SHSS for my higher
studies.
I found fully academic
environment with friendly
teachers and well equipped
labs and library. It all
help me to boost up my
future career.

Usha Baniya
XII–Science

Subash Basnet
XII-Science
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Srijana Higher
Secondary School
Srijana Chowk, Pokhara, Nepal PO Box: 473
Tel: 061–528053, 551595
E-mail: hsssrijana2050@gmail.com

